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Hanford’s Tank Waste – 56,000,000 gallons of high-level waste

149 “single-shell” tanks 
(28.5 million gallons)

✓ 55,000 to 1,000,000 gallon
capacity

✓ 67 known or suspect leaking 
tanks – one actively leaking to 
the soil

✓ 18 tanks mostly emptied

28 “double-shell” tanks 
(25.5 million gallons)

✓ 1,000,000 to 1,257,000 gallon
capacity

✓ One out of service after actively 
leaking into containment





Tank Waste Types



Waste Treatment Plant

Low-Activity Waste Facility

High-Level Waste Facility

Pretreatment Facility

Analytical Laboratory

Balance of Facilities





TSCR- Mobile Cs/Sr removal



The Mission “Product”

High-Level Waste Canisters
• 2’ x 14.75’ 
• 6,600 pounds of glass each
• 600 canisters produced/year
• ~ 7,200 to 27,800 canisters
• Temporarily stored at Hanford 

until National Repository opened

Low-Activity Waste Canisters
• 4’ x 7.5’ 
• 13,000 pounds of glass each
• 1,300 containers produced/year
• ~ 58,000 to 96,000 canisters
• Disposed on Hanford Site
• The current Waste Treatment 

Plant is only sized to treat ~50% 
of this waste. 8



National Academy of
Sciences

Supplemental Low Activity Waste Study

Phase 2



Simplified Study Process

Federally Funded 
Research and 

Development Center 
(FFRDC) 

National Academies 
of Sciences (NAS) 

Committee

Congress

WA State, 
Public, other 
Stakeholders

Provides analysis

Reviews analysis, 
recommends 

improvements

Initiated and set boundaries 
of analysis

Provides final FFRDC analysis and 
review of technical quality and 
completeness

Provides input

DOE

Provides final report, including WA comments



Oregon Involvement in This Study

TinyURL.com/OR-LAW0

TinyURL.com/OR-LAW1

TinyURL.com/OR-LAW2

TinyURL.com/OR-LAW3

TinyURL.com/OR-LAW4

TinyURL.com/OR-LAW5

Opening Remarks on Phase 1 Study 

Phase 1 Study Technical Comments (2019)

Phase 2 Kickoff Presentation (07/21)

Phase 2 Kickoff Spoken Remarks (07/21)

FFRDC Outline Discussion PPT (10/21)

FFRDC Report Outline Video (10/21)



Cutting to the Chase







Waste Control Specialists, Texas

• Facility underlain by 
600 ft of nearly 
impermeable redbed clays

• WCS facilities not over or 
adjacent to a drinking water 
aquifer

• WCS does not have limits 
for Technetium or Iodine

• DOE signed agreement to 
take ownership of Federal 
Waste Cell after closure

• Offsite disposal of Hanford 
Supplemental LAW 
estimated to take 26 railcars 
per month for 28 years

!



EnergySolutions, Clive UT

• Originally sited and designed 
to accept uranium mill waste 
and TENORM

• Limited to only “Class A” low 
level waste

• Non-potable water under
the facility and high
evaporation vs. precipitation

• Licensed by State of Utah as 
an NRC Agreement State



Hanford Integrated Disposal Facility



Saltstone
Disposal Units 
at Savannah 

River



Supplemental LAW Effects on Overall Tank 
Mission Schedule





Grout 4B vs. Delayed LAW vit





Some Oregon Questions and Issues

• Key radionuclide retention in grout

• Nitrate/Nitrite budget for IDF

• Organics treatment uncertainties

• Cross Site Transfer line

FFRDC Preferred Alternative(s)

“Start with offsite grout disposal, 
keep working the grout science, 
buy some risk budget, and save 
onsite grout performance for 
another day.”



Some Other Oregon Questions and Issues

• Grout & “Mission Acceleration” -> Sludge Management?

• Integration with Analysis of Alternatives and Holistic Negotiations

• Vitrification Alt 2: The “Faster Horse Hypothesis” 

• Nitrate/Nitrite: where do we leave it for later?

• Offsite transportation analysis clarifications

• Cross Site Transfer line assumptions and risks

• Regulatory and community acceptance



Alternative Risk Management 
(What’s the fallback?)

Grout 6
(offsite first, 
onsite later)

Grout 4B
(all offsite)

FBSR? Vit 2?
(dare to dream)

Build an 
evaporator

We have an 
extra evaporator

We learn by 2027 which path we are on.



Offsite Transportation of LAW

• Analysis estimates ~600 trains over 42 years

• Relative non-rad transportation risk of the 
Oregon route (to Clive) is significantly less 
than non-Oregon route (WCS).

• Significant risk difference if liquid or solid?

• Transport to an offsite rail spur?

• Oregon is willing to work with DOE on safe 
LAW transportation options and accident 
response planning. 



Regulatory and Community Acceptance

• We are not beyond convincing, but we must be convinced.

• Oregon Hanford Cleanup Board may also provide feedback on 
waste disposal and transportation issues.

• VLAW WIR is still in NRC’s court. 

• Risk-based is ok, but the how matters as much as the what. 

• “If you’re concerned, I’m concerned.”

• What happens next will happen at the speed of trust. 



Next Steps

• Written comments on the FFRDC report due June 11th

• Search “Supplemental LAW Hanford” to find the study website, which contains
videos of meetings and the report in question (see the April 26-28 meeting)

• National Academies will provide their review of the FFRDC report in
September 2022.

• Another public meeting planned for this winter.

• Study scheduled to complete in May 2023.



Hanford Advisory Board 

Proactive Single Shell Tank Leak 
Mitigation  

Advice Passed March 2022



Timeline of Advice Development

DOE Notice of 
new SST leak 
(B-109)

TWC discusses 
strategies, values, 
and information 
needs related to 
SST leak response. 

Advice draft 
passes TWC 
concurrence 
(Call)

Draft advice 
presented to 
full HAB. 
Feedback 
only, no vote 
called

Advice goes back to 
IM team for revision

Revised advice 
passes TWC 
concurrence 
(Meeting).

Advice 
considered 
by full HAB –
sent back to 
committee

DecNovOctSepAugJulJunMayApr

DOE Presents 
B-109 leak 
assessment to 
full HAB. 

TWC meeting 
discussion of 
B-109. Issue 
Management 
team forms. 

Advice goes back to 
IM team for revision

Jan Feb Mar

Revised advice 
passes TWC 
concurrence 
(Meeting).

Advice 
considered 
by full HAB 
(Today)



Main Points of the 2nd Revised Advice:

1. Board believes: agencies should remove liquid waste, including interstitial 
liquid, ASAP before they have a chance to leak. 

2. Develop a comprehensive plan to address SST leak detection, 
characterization, mitigation, cleanup, and communication. 
a) Include external input
b) Timely assessment and communication of SST leaks, including long-term risk.
c) Evaluate risk from remaining 3.34 million gallons of drainable liquid in SSTs.
d) Board advised policy: Respond to SST leaks through abatement or mitigation, to the 

extent necessary and feasible, without delay. Afford public comment. Board sees 
value in having a dedicated team equipped and trained for this purpose. 

e) Assess the feasibility of current and potential future abatement technologies 
(considering effectiveness, implementability, and cost)

f) Develop abatement technologies (invest in/support new tools)
g) Allocate budget for managing SST leaks proactively

















Total Drainable Liquid across all SSTs: 
3.37 million gallons




